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Abstract

The aggregates have greatly extended the represen-
tation power, in both theory and practice, of An-
swer Set Programming. Significant understanding
of programs with aggregates has been gained in
the last decade. However, there is still a substan-
tial difficulty in understanding the semantics due to
the nonmonotonic behavior of aggregates, which is
demonstrated by several distinct semantics for ag-
gregates in the existing work. In this paper, we aim
to understand these distinct semantics in a more
uniform way. Particularly, by satisfiability, ratio-
nality and consistency principles, we are able to
give a uniform and simple characterizations of the
three major distinct types of answer set semantics.

1 Introduction

By aggregates we mean (possibly partial) functions defined
on sets of objects of a domain. They have been proven useful
in both Database and Logic Programming community. For
example, consider the representation of the policy that a class
needs a TA (Teaching Assistant) if it has more than 30 stu-
dents. Assume we have the facts of the form takes(S,C)
which denotes that student S takes course C. We also use
needsTA(C) to denote that course C needs a TA. Then we
can represent the TA policy, using aggregates, as follows:

needsTA(C) :– |{S : takes(S,C)}| > 30

where we use the standard math notations of sets, their
cardinality and arithmetic relations. Here the cardinality
function is an example of an aggregate function and |{S :
takes(S,C)}| > 30 is an aggregate atom. (In the rest of the
paper, we use aggregate and aggregate atom interchangeably
when there is no ambiguity.) The program is simple and has
a clear intuitive meaning.

It is not a surprise that aggregates have enhanced the repre-
sentation power of Answer Set Programming (ASP) [Gelfond
and Lifschitz, 1988], a branch of Logic Programming, that
has gained popularity in the knowledge representation com-
munity recently. Assuming the prominent feature of ASP is to
give simple yet precise semantics of the default negation (also
called negation as failure), the default negation can be taken
as an aggregate with a very special property (See Section 2).

However, when expanding ASP with aggregates, defining the
semantics of the new language becomes challenging because
the technique used for defining the semantics of default nega-
tion is not immediately applicable to general aggregates.

Significant progress has been made to understand the se-
mantics of programs with aggregates in the last decade. Sim-
ple and precise semantics have been discovered. However,
a challenge is that these semantics do not always agree with
each other even on seemingly simple programs. For example,
consider the program p(a) :– |{X : p(X)}| � 0. According
to the semantics by Son et al [Son et al., 2007], called SPT
semantics here, and that by Faber et al [Faber et al., 2011],
called FPL semantics here, the program specifies one belief
set {p(a)} while there is no belief set for this program accord-
ing to Gelfond and Zhang’s semantics [Gelfond and Zhang,
2014], called Alog semantics. Now, consider another pro-
gram ⇧1

p(a) :– p(b).
p(b) :– p(a).
p(a) :– |{X : p(X)}| 6= 1.

No belief set exists for this program by SPT and Alog seman-
tics while FPL semantics offers a belief set of {p(a), p(b)}.

In this paper, we aim to understand the difference among
these semantics by some common principles. For simplicity,
we restrict the head of a rule to be a regular atom. Recall
that, in [Gelfond and Kahl, 2014], the semantics of an ASP
program is taken as the specification of belief sets (formally
called answer sets) of a rational agent equipped with the pro-
gram. A belief set is a set of atoms which are “justified” to
the agent in terms of the program. A “justified” atom is called
a belief here. There are three principles behind the justifica-
tion: satisfiability principle which requires every rule of the
program to be satisfied by a belief set; consistency principle
which says that no atom is believed and not believed at the
same time; and the rationality principle which says that no
atom is a belief unless it is forced by the satisfiability prin-
ciple. There is some small variation between principles here
and the original ones in [Gelfond and Kahl, 2014]. These
principles are originally employed to derive informal seman-
tics of ASP programs while they are used here to help obtain
the definition of formal semantics of ASP with aggregates.

Consider a logic program p(b) :– p(a). The satisfiability
principle allows for one empty belief set and one belief set
of {p(a), p(b)}. However, the rationality principle will allow
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only the empty belief set because p(a), p(b) are not forced by
the satisfiability principle. Now consider another program

p(a).
p(b) :– p(a).

By satisfiability principle, p(a) is forced to be a belief (by
the first rule). As a result, the second rule (which is read as
if one believes p(a), one has to believe p(b)) forces p(b) to
be a belief because of the satisfiability principle. These three
principles give the classical semantics of ASP without default
negation.

Now consider programs with default negation which is de-
noted by not. The construct not l, where l is a regular atom,
is read as l is not a belief. Consider program ⇧2:

p(a) :– not p(b).
p(b) :– not p(a).

It is now less straightforward to directly obtain a belief set
from a program. However, once a set S of atoms is given,
it is easy to apply the satisfiability and rationality principle
to check if S is a belief set (containing all beliefs), with the
understanding that any atom outside the set is not a belief. In
contrast, we cannot take any atom in the set as a belief be-
cause each one needs to be “justified” by the principles. Each
atom outside the given set is called a non-belief. Consider
atom set {p(a)}. We know that p(b) is not a belief, and by
the satisfiability principle, the first rule forces us to believe
p(a). Since p(a) is a belief, the second rule is satisfied (vac-
uously). So, {p(a)} is a belief set. Empty set is not a belief
set because p(a) and p(b) are non-beliefs and thus the satis-
fiability of the two rules requires p(a) and p(b) to be beliefs,
violating the consistency principle. Consider {p(a), p(b)}.
By this atom set, we do not have that “p(a) is a non-belief”
or “p(b) is a non-belief”. So, the satisfiability of the rules
forces us nothing and thus neither p(a) nor p(b) is a belief.
Hence, {p(a), p(b)} is not a belief set. In fact, once an atom
set is given, the three principles can be used to check if it is
a belief set, i.e., they can lead to the classical ASP semantics
[Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988].

Now consider program ⇧3 as an example of a program with
aggregates:

p(a) :– |{X : p(X)}| � 0.

We understood “not l” as “l is not a belief” before, but it does
not seem to be immediately extensible to the understanding
of an aggregate atom. The main challenge is that the prin-
ciples do not specify directly when an aggregate atom is be-
lieved/forced. In the rest of the paper, we will develop various
understanding of when we can say an aggregate atom is be-
lieved (or forced). We first introduce the new concepts used
in this work, and then give several ways of defining the se-
mantics, namely straightforward approach, monotonicity ap-
proach, convexity approach and equivalence based approach.
After that we give the hierarchy result on different semantics
and the relation between the newly defined semantics and the
existing ones. Then we give an alternative characterization of
the semantics. We finally discuss the related work and con-
clude this paper.

2 Preliminaries

We employ the formalism for aggregates proposed by Marek
and Truszczynski [Marek and Truszczynski, 2004] because
it makes the presentation of our ideas and techniques more
intuitive, simple and explicit. To simplify the discussion, we
consider only finite programs.

Assume there is a finite set U which is called a signature.
Every element of U is called a regular atom. A constraint

atom agg, also called c-atom, is of the form (D,C), where
D ✓ U and C ✓ 2D; D is called the domain of agg and
it is denoted by dom(agg); C is called the constraint of agg
and we use con(agg) to denote C; and every element of C is
called an allowed set. Marek and Truszczynski argued that
aggregate atoms can be represented as c-atoms. For exam-
ple, given U = {p(a), p(b), q(a)}, |{X : p(X)}| � 0 can
be represented as a c-atom ({p(a), p(b)}, 2{p(a),p(b)}) where
every possible subset of the domain of the c-atom is an al-
lowed set. Intuitively, the constraint part of the c-atom lists
all possibilities that make the aggregate atom true. A c-atom
is called elementary if it is either of the form ({a}, {{a}}),
or ({a}, {{}}). A c-atom of the form ({a}, {{a}}) is called
a positive elementary c-atom and will be simply written as
a. A c-atom of the form ({a}, {{}}) is called a negative ele-
mentary c-atom and it will be written as not a. They are also
called literals.

A normal logic program with c-atoms (or program for
simplicity), is a finite set of rules of the form:

a :– c1, . . . , cn.

where a is a regular atom and each c
i

(i 2 {1, . . . , n}) is
a c-atom. For a rule r of the form above, a is called its
head, denoted by head(r), and {c1, . . . , cn} is the body of
the rule, denoted by body(r). A program is elementary if
each c

i

(1  i  n) is an elementary c-atom. An ASP pro-

gram is an elementary program. Given a program P , we use
U(P ) to denote the set of all regular atoms that occur in P .

A set S of regular atoms satisfies a c-atom agg, denoted by
S |= agg, if S \ dom(agg) 2 con(agg). S satisfies a set of
c-atoms A if for any agg 2 A, S |= agg. S satisfies a rule r,
denoted by S |= r, if whenever S |= body(r), S |= head(r).
We say that S is a model of a program P if for any r 2 P ,
S |= r. A model S of P is minimal if no proper subset of S
is a model of P .

The reduct of an ASP program P wrt a set S of regu-
lar atoms, denoted by R

G

(P, S), is the program {r : r 2
P ; for all (not l) 2 body(r), l 62 S; for all l 2 body(r), l 2
S}. S is an answer set of an ASP program P if it is a min-
imal model of R

G

(P, S). This is the classical definition of
ASP program [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988].

We next review the notions in the existing work on the
semantics of aggregates in the context of programs with c-
atoms.

The FPL reduct of a program P wrt a set S of regular
atoms, denoted by R

F

(P, S), is the program {r : r 2 P, S |=
body(r)}. S is an FPL answer set of P if S is a minimal
model of R

F

(P, S) [Faber et al., 2011].
Given sets A and S of regular atoms, the set A condition-

ally satisfies a c-atom agg wrt S, denoted by A |=
S

agg if
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A |= agg and for every I such that A \ dom(agg) ✓ I and
I ✓ S \ dom(agg), we have I 2 con(agg). S is an SPT
answer set of P [Son et al., 2007] if S = T1

P

(;, S), where

T
P

(R,S) = {a : 9r 2 P, head(r) = a,R |=
S

body(r)}
and T 0

P

(;, S) = ; and for any i � 0,

T i+1
P

(;, S) = T
P

(T i

P

(;, S), S).
The Alog reduct of a program P wrt a set S of regular

atoms, denoted by R
A

(P, S), is the program obtained from P
by 1) removing any rule whose body has a c-atom not satisfied
by S, and 2) replacing any c-atom, agg, with the set S \
dom(agg). S is an Alog answer set of P if it is a minimal
model of R

A

(P, S). [Gelfond and Zhang, 2014]

3 Semantics of Normal Logic Programs with

C-atoms

We first show that the three principles used to define the se-
mantics of ⇧2 in the introduction section can be employed to
define answer sets of ASP programs.

Given disjoint sets S (intuitively a set of beliefs) and N
(intuitively a set of non-beliefs – same in the rest of the pa-
per) of regular atoms, a set B of literals is forced by S wrt
N if for any positive literal l of B, l 2 S and for any nega-
tive literal not l 2 B, l 2 N . Given a sequence r1, . . . , rn
of rules of a program P , for any i 2 {1, . . . , n}, we de-
fine H

i

= {head(r1), . . . , head(ri)}, and define H0 = {}.
The sequence is a derivation of P wrt N if for any rule
r
i

(i 2 {1, . . . , n}) in the sequence, body(r
i

) is forced by
H

i�1 wrt N and for any rule of P � {r1, . . . , rn}, its body
is not forced by H

n

wrt N . A set S is a straightforward

answer set of an ASP program P if there exists a derivation
r1, . . . , rn of P wrt U(P ) � S such that H

n

= S. (Note,
U(P )� S is the set of all non-beliefs in terms of S.)
Consider the program P below and a set S = {a, b, d}

a.
b :– not c.
d :– a, b.

Let N = U(P ) � S = {c}, i.e., c is a non-belief and we
have no beliefs so far (H0 = {}). The body of the first rule,
denoted by r1, is forced vacuously. Now H1 = {a}. The
body of the second rule is forced by H1 wrt N . Lets denote
the second rule by r2. Now H2 = {a, b}. We can verify that
the body of the third rule, denoted by r3, is forced by H2 wrt
N . Then there is no more rules whose body is forced. This
sequence r1, r2, r3, is a derivation of the program wrt N . It
is easy to verify that S is a straightforward answer set of P
because r1, r2, r3 is a derivation of P wrt N and H3 = S.

We can prove the following result on the relation between
the new definition of answer sets and the classical one for
ASP programs.
Proposition 1 A set S is a straightforward answer set of an
ASP program P iff it is an answer set of P .

The full proof of all propositions in this paper can be found
in [Rayatidamavandi and Zhang, 2016].

In the following subsections, we will extend the definition
of answer sets to non-elementary programs. A key question

is when we are forced to believe a c-atom, given the beliefs
so far and non-beliefs? To see the challenge, consider a c-
atom agg

e1 = ({p(a), p(b)}, {{p(a)}}). Given a belief set
S = {p(a)} and non-belief set N = {}, although S satisfies
the c-atom, we are not sure if it is still satisfied after we have
more beliefs. The case for general c-atoms is not as simple as
the elementary c-atoms.

Several types of answers to this question will be discussed
in the following subsections.

3.1 Semantics Using only Satisfiability of

Aggregates

Let us consider the c-atom agg
e1 = ({p(a), p(b)}, {{p(a)}})

again. We note that given the belief set S = {p(a)} and the
non-belief set N = {p(b)}, the c-atom is forced (i.e, always
satisfied by S wrt N no matter what new beliefs are produced)
if we follow the consistency principle. Based on this obser-
vation, a natural generalization of the notion of forced from
elementary c-atoms to c-atoms is as follows. Given two dis-
joint sets S and N of regular atoms, a c-atom agg is forced by
S wrt N if S |= agg and (dom(agg) � S) ✓ N . A set of c-
atoms is forced by S wrt N if every c-atom of the set is forced
by S wrt N . A sequence r1, . . . , rn of rules of a program P is
a derivation of P wrt N if for any rule r

i

(i 2 {1, . . . , n}) in
the sequence, body(r

i

) is forced by H
i�1 wrt N and for any

rule of P �{r1, . . . , rn}, its body is not forced by H
n

wrt N .
A set S is a straightforward answer set of a program P if
there exists a derivation r1, . . . , rn of P wrt U(P ) � S such
that H

n

= S. We have the following result.

Proposition 2 A set S is a straightforward answer set of a
program P iff it is an Alog answer set of P .

3.2 Semantics Using Properties of Aggregates

When to answer whether we have to believe a c-atom we may
infer that from the properties of the c-atom. Consider pro-
gram ⇧0

3, the c-atom version of program ⇧3 (in the introduc-
tion section):

p(a) : �({p(a)}, {{}, {p(a)}}).

Let the c-atom in the program above be denoted by agg. As-
sume we try to check if {p(a)} is a belief set. Clearly there
is no non-beliefs and thus non-belief set N is empty. By the
definition of forced, agg is not forced intuitively because we
do not know whether p(a) is a belief. An alternative way is
to make use of the property of the c-atom to decide whether
we have to believe a c-atom. For agg, no matter we believe
p(a) or not, one of the allowed sets {} or {p(a)} will make
us believe the c-atom. Note we do not have a particular pref-
erence of different intuitions in defining answer sets in this
paper, and we aim only to provide techniques to “formalize”
these intuitions.

Let S and N be sets of ground atoms. A c-atom agg is
M-forced by S wrt N if 1) it is forced by S wrt N , or 2)
S |= agg and 8Y such that S\dom(agg) ✓ Y ✓ dom(agg),
Y |= agg. Intuitively, the second part means that no matter
what beliefs we may add to S, agg will always be satisfied.
M here denotes the “monotonicity” property. A c-atom agg
is C-forced by S wrt N if S |= agg, and 8Y such that (S \
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dom(agg) ✓ Y ✓ (dom(agg)) �N , Y |= agg. Intuitively,
C-forced definition makes sure that the c-atom is satisfied by
S together with any subset of other beliefs except those in
N . C here denotes this “convexity” property. As examples,
c-atom ({p(a)}, {{}, {p(a)}}) is M-forced by S = {} wrt
N = {p(b)}; c-atom ({p(a), p(b)}, {{}, {p(a)}}) is not M-
forced by S wrt N but C-forced by S wrt N .

A set A of c-atoms is M-forced (and C-forced respec-
tively) by S wrt N , if any c-atom of A is M-forced (and C-
forced respectively) by S wrt N . A sequence r1, . . . , rn of
rules of a program P is an M-derivation (and C-derivation

respectively) of P wrt N if for any rule r
i

(i 2 {1, . . . , n})
in the sequence, body(r

i

) is M-forced (and C-forced respec-
tively) by H

i�1 wrt N and for any rule of P � {r1, . . . , rn},
its body is not M-forced (and not C-forced respectively) by
H

n

wrt N . A set S is an M-answer set (and C-answer set

respectively) of a program P if there exists an M-derivation
(C-derivation respectively) r1, . . . , rn of P wrt U(P ) � S
such that H

n

= S. Since the mechanism underlying these
definitions is the same as before, we do not give examples.
We have the following result related to the existing work.

Proposition 3 S is a C-answer set of a program P iff it is an
SPT answer set of P .

3.3 Semantics Using Properties of Programs

When deciding whether a c-atom has to be believed under a
given set of belief, we can further make use of the knowl-
edge (i.e., other rules) in the given program. Consider the
example ⇧4 (a simple variation of example 5 [Son and Pon-
telli, 2007]) where the intuitive meaning of the only c-atom is
|{X : p(X)}| 6= 1:

p(a):–p(b).
p(b):–p(a).
p(a):–({p(a), p(b)}, {{}, {p(a), p(b)}}).

The first two rules of the program indicate that p(a) and
p(b) belong to an “equivalence set”, meaning we either be-
lieve none of them or believe both of them. Hence, assuming
the program has an answer set, the c-atom in the body of the
third rule has to be believed no matter what our beliefs are.
To check if {p(a), p(b)} is a belief set, starting from empty
belief set, we have to believe p(a) by the third rule and then
p(b) by the second one. However, in this case, the previous
mechanism to define answer sets does not seem to be suffi-
cient to capture this intuition. We need additional concepts
including order preserving and equivalence.

The dependency graph of a program P , denoted by G
P

,
is a directed graph (V,E) where V = U(P ) and (u, v) 2
E iff there is a rule r 2 P and agg 2 body(r) such that
u = head(r) and v 2 dom(agg). Given a directed graph
G, a vertex i is before a vertex j if there is a non-empty path
from j to i in the graph. Two vertices i and j are a tie if i is
before j and j is before i. Vertex i is strictly before vertex
j if i is before j and i and j are not a tie. The tie set of a
regular atom a wrt program P , denoted by tie(a, P ), is {b :
b is a vertex of the graph G

P

and a and b are a tie in G
P

}.
Given a program P and a sequence of rules r1, . . . , rn, of

P , the sequence is order preserving if for any head(r
i

) and

head(r
j

) (i, j 2 {1, . . . , n}) such that head(r
i

) is strictly
before head(r

j

) in the dependency graph of {r1, . . . , rn},
i < j. More discussion on order preserving can be found
in the next subsection.

Given a sequence of rules r1, . . . , rn, and a regu-
lar atom head(r

i

) (i 2 {1, . . . , n}) such that T =
tie(head(r

i

), {r1, . . . , rn}) is not empty, the last tie index

of head(r
i

) denoted by lastT (head(r
i

)) is the maximal j
such that j  n and head(r

j

) 2 T . The first tie index

of head(r
i

), denoted by firstT (head(r
i

)), is the minimal j
such that j  n and head(r

j

) 2 T . Note that for an atom a,
if tie(a) = ;, the first and last tie indices are not defined.

We next introduce the equivalence notion behind which the
intuition is that a set S of regular atoms is an equivalence set
of atoms if any non-empty subset of S can be used to get
the rest of atoms in S using the rules of the program. Given
a program P and a set A of regular atoms, a set S of regular
atoms is an equivalence set wrt P and A if for any T ⇢ S and
T 6= ;, there exists a rule r of P such that A [ T |= body(r)
and head(r) 2 S�T . Intuitively A in the definition above is
the set of beliefs so far. Consider the following example:

b:–a.
c:–({a, b}, {{a, b}}).
a:–({a, b, c}, {{a, b, c}}).
a:–({a, b, c}, {{b}, {a, b, c}}).
a:–({a, b, c}, {{c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}).

We can verify that {a, b, c} is an equivalence set wrt {}. Any
non-empty proper subset of {a, b, c} can be used to get the
rest of the atoms in the equivalence set. For example given
{a, b}, the second rule can be used to derive c, or given {b, c}
the last rule can be used to derive a.

A sequence r1, . . . , rn of rules of a program P is an E-

derivation of P if 1) for any i 2 {1, . . . , n}, H
i�1 |=

body(r
i

), 2) the sequence is order preserving, 3) for any
atom head(r

i

)(i 2 {1, . . . , n}), tie(head(r
i

), {r1, . . . , rn})
is an equivalence set wrt {r1, . . . , rn} and H

t�1, where
t = firstT (head(r

i

)), 4) for any rule r
i

(i 2 {1, . . . , n}),
H

n

|= body(r
i

), and 5) there is no rule in P � {r1, . . . , rn}
whose body is satisfied by H

n

. ( E in the definition above
denotes equivalence based.) A set S of regular atoms is an
E-answer set of a program P if there exists an E-derivation
r1, . . . , rn of P such that H

n

= S.
In E-derivation, conditions 1 and 5 are from satisfiability

principle, implying that the head of a rule whose body is sat-
isfied must be believed. Conditions 2 and 4 come from ra-
tionality principle (without this, unnecessary beliefs will be
produced). Conditions 3 defines a level of “satisfiability” of a
c-atom: a c-atom is “satisfiable” if from the “current” beliefs
and non-beliefs, the property of the c-atom and the property
of the given program, the c-atom can be “inferred” to be sat-
isfied.
Proposition 4 S is an E-answer set of a program P iff it is
an FPL answer set of P .

To prove the result above, we need a new definition and two
properties about FPL semantics and E-answer sets. Let P
be a program, and S be a FPL answer set of P . Also let B
be a set of atoms such that B ⇢ S. We say that B can be
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expanded to S by P if there is a sequence of rules r1 . . . , rn
of FPL reduct of P wrt S, (denoted by R

F

(P, S)) such that

1. B [ {head(r1), . . . , head(rn)} = S,
2. B [ {head(r1), . . . , head(ri)} |= body(r

i+1) for any i
where 0  i < n.

Property 1 let S be a FPL answer set of P . Then for any
B ⇢ S, B can be expanded to S.

Next, we have the minimality property of E-answer sets.
Property 2 Let P be a program, S be an E-answer set of P
and {r1, . . . , rn} be an E-derivation such that H

n

= S. S is
a minimal model of {r1, . . . , rn}.

Proof sketch of Proposition 4. The full proof is long and we
only provide a sketch here.

We first show the necessary condition (=)): if S is a E-
answer set of P , then S is a FPL answer set of P .

By the definition of E-answer set there exists an E-
derivation r1, . . . , rn such that S = H

n

, S |= body(r
i

)(1 
i  n), and there is no rule in P � {r1, . . . , rn} whose body
is satisfied by S. These together imply that R

F

(P, S) =
{r1, . . . , rn}. By Property 2, S is a minimal model of
{r1, . . . , rn} = R

F

(P, S), which implies that S is a mini-
mal model of R

F

(P, S). Hence, S is an FPL answer set of P
by definition. We next prove the sufficient condition

((=): assuming S is a FPL answer set of P , S is an E-
answer set of P .

We first give a procedure to construct a sequence of rules.
Let G be the graph induced by S from the dependency graph
of R

F

(P, S). Let C1, . . . , Ck

be the strongly connected com-
ponents of G. Let O = {{a} : a 2 S, 8i 2 {1, . . . , k}, a 62
C

i

. Assume O is of the form {C
k+1, . . . , Cm

}. For any
C

i

, C
j

(i, j 2 {1, . . . ,m}, i 6= j), C
i

is before C
j

if there
is a 2 C

i

and b 2 C
j

so that a is before b wrt G. C
i

(i 2
{1, . . . ,m}) is first if there doesn’t exist C

j

(j 2 {1, . . . ,m})
such that C

j

is before C
i

. By definition of C
i

’s, for any C
i

and C
j

(i, j 2 {1, . . . ,m} and i 6= j), there are only three
cases: C

i

is before C
j

, C
j

is before C
i

or neither C
i

is before
C

j

nor C
j

is before C
i

. Since G is a directed graph and finite,
there must exists C

i

which is first. Construct a sequence of
rules as follows:
1. Let i = 0. C := {C1, . . . , Cm

}.
2. If C = {}, STOP, otherwise, let M be a first set of C.
2.1 By step 1. there must be a 2 M such that there is a rule

r, head(r) = a, for every c-atom agg of body(r), {} is
an allowed set of agg. Let r

i+1 be r. Let i be i+ 1. Let
j be i.

2.2 Let D = {a}. While M�D 6= {}, repeat the following:
By Property 1, D [ H

j

can be expanded to S through
r01, . . . , r

0
l

({r01, . . . , r0
l

} ✓ R
F

(P, S)). Let r0
e

be the first
rule such that head(r0

e

) 2 M �D. Let r
i+1 be r0

e

. Let
i be i+ 1. Add head(r0

e

) to D.
2.3 Remove M from C. Goto 2.

Let r1, . . . , rn be the sequence obtained from the process
above. By the procedure we can first show that for any

i 2 {0, . . . , n� 1}
(1) H

i

|= body(r
i+1).

We can also show that H
n

= S.

Next, construct a new sequence from r1, . . . , rn by the fol-
lowing procedure:
I. Let r001 , . . . , r00y be the rules in R

F

(P, S)�{r1, . . . , rn}. Let
t be the sequence r1, . . . , rn. Let j = 1,
II. While j  y, let r

i

be the rule in t such that head(r
i

) =
head(r00

j

) and r
i

2 {r1, . . . , rn}. Insert r00
j

into the sequence
t immediately after r

k

where k is a minimal number such that
k � i and H

k

|= body(r00
j

). Let j = j + 1.

Let the new sequence obtained by the above procedure be
r01, . . . , r

0
x

. We show r01, . . . , r
0
x

is an E-derivation of P .
First we can show that H 0

x

= S, and for any rule r 2
P � {r01, . . . , r0x}, H 0

x

6|= body(r). Next, by (1) and the con-
struction procedure, we can show for any r0

i

2 {r01, . . . , r0x},
H 0

i�1 |= body(r0
i

). We then show that r01, . . . , r0x is order pre-
serving by proving that r1, . . . , rn is order preserving. For
any head(r

i

) and head(r
j

) of the sequence such that i 6= j
and head(r

i

) is strictly before head(r
j

) in G, head(r
i

) and
head(r

j

) are not in the same connected component. By the
construction procedure of r1, . . . , rn, head(r

i

) being strictly
before head(r

j

) implies that rule r
i

is produced earlier than
r
j

, i.e., i < j. Hence, the sequence is order preserving. We
then can show that by inserting the new rules by the second
procedure the order will be still preserved. We next show
that any tie set in r1, . . . , rn is an equivalence set. By the
first construction procedure, there is a partition of {1, . . . , n}
into {1, . . . , k1}, {k1 +1, . . . , k2}, . . . , {km�1 +1, . . . , k

m

}
such that C

i

= {r
ki�1+1, . . . , rki}. For any atom head(r

i

),
tie(head(r

i

), {r1, . . . , rn}) is equal to some C
j

which is an
equivalence set wrt H

ki�1 because of Property 1. We can
show that for any B ⇢ C

j

, there exists a rule r such that
H

ki�1 [ B |= body(r) and head(r) 2 C
j

� B. Therefore,
{r01, . . . , r0x} is an E-derivation of P , and S is an E-answer
set of P . ⇤

3.4 Alternative Characterization

We have the following hierarchy on the different types of an-
swer set semantics.

Proposition 5 Given a program P , a straightforward answer
set of P is an M-answer set of P , and an M-answer set of P
is a C-answer set of P which is in turn an E-answer set of P .

Intuitively order preserving in deriving beliefs imposes a
natural requirement by which we should select first, the more
“basic” rules whose heads are used in the body of other rules
to derive future beliefs. It becomes more natural if we take
each rule as a “definition” of its head. The order preserving
happens to ensure the rationality principle when several rules
are in consideration. In the following, by using order pre-
serving, we offer another characterization of different types
of answer sets.

First we introduce a new type of derivation, based on E-
derivation. A sequence r1, . . . , rn of a program P is a canon-

ical derivation of P if 1) for any i 2 {1, . . . , n}, H
i�1 |=

body(r
i

), 2) the sequence is order preserving, 3) for any
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i, j 2 {1, . . . , n}, head(r
i

) 6= head(r
j

), (i.e., all rules have
distinct heads), and 4) there is no rule r of P � {r1, . . . , rn}
such that H

n

|= body(r) and head(r) 62 H
n

(i.e., the se-
quence is “maximal”). Now we have the following character-
ization of the four answer set semantics studied in this paper.

Proposition 6 Given a program P and a set S of regular
atoms,

• S is a straightforward answer set of P iff there
exists a canonical derivation r1, . . . , rn of P such
that H

n

= S and for any i 2 {1, . . . , n},
tie(head(r

i

), {r1, . . . , rn}) = {}, i.e., there is no loop
in the dependency graph of {r1, . . . , rn}.

• S is a C-answer set (and M-answer set respec-
tively) of P iff there exists a canonical derivation
r1, . . . , rn of P such that H

n

= S and for any
i 2 {1, . . . , n}, and for any r

j

such that head(r
j

) 2
tie(head(r

i

), {r1, . . . , rn}), body(rj) is C-forced (and
M-forced respectively) by H

j�1 wrt U(P )� S.

• S is an E-answer set of P iff there exists a canon-
ical derivation r1, . . . , rn of P such that H

n

=
S, for any i 2 {1, . . . , n}, H

n

|= body(r
i

) and
tie(head(r

i

), {r1, . . . , rn}) is an equivalence set wrt
{r1, . . . , rn} and H

t�1 where t = firstT (head(r
i

)).

Note that the consistency principle is reflected by the con-
dition of H

n

= S. The relationship among different types
of answer sets may be clearer and more explicit in the result
above.

4 Related Work and Conclusion

The nonmonotonicity nature of aggregate atoms makes the
understanding of logic programs with aggregates extremely
hard, as demonstrated by the variety of distinct semantics re-
searchers have proposed. On the other hand, excellent find-
ings have been discovered in the last decades to enhance
our understanding of logic programs with aggregates from
many aspects. It includes early work in Database [Klug,
1982] and in Logic Programming [Kemp and Stuckey, 1991].
More recent work on aggregates has been mainly in the con-
text of Answer Set Programming under different formalisms:
logic programs with c-atoms [Marek and Truszczynski, 2004;
Son and Pontelli, 2007; Son et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2009;
Liu et al., 2010], logic programs with aggregates [Niemela et
al., 2002; Pelov, 2004; Faber et al., 2011; Gelfond and Zhang,
2014] first-order formulas with answer set semantics [Ferraris
and Lifschitz, 2005; Ferraris, 2011; Lee and Meng, 2009;
Truszczynski, 2010; Shen et al., 2014] and abstract di-
alectical frameworks [Brewka et al., 2013; Strass, 2013;
Alviano and Faber, 2015]. Most of the semantics are “equiv-
alent” to one of the three semantics (in the c-atom based for-
malism): FPL answer sets [Faber et al., 2011], SPT answer
sets [Son et al., 2007], and Alog answer sets [Gelfond and
Kahl, 2014], which is the reason for us to focus on these three
types of semantics in this study.

Our definition of straightforward answer set of ASP pro-
grams may seem to be similar to the definition of well-
supported models of ASP programs [Fages, 1994]. Although,

for us, the extension of the former to programs with aggre-
gates seems natural, it is not clear how the well-supported
model can be extended for programs with aggregates.

The most relevant work to characterize the semantics of
logic programs with aggregates is the computation based ap-
proach [Liu et al., 2010] and the unified approach [Alviano
and Faber, 2015]. Both our work and the computation based
approach introduce a sequence of rules to derive the beliefs. It
is worth to note that the sequence is different from the classi-
cal one step provability operator T

P

where all rules of a pro-
gram should be applied to derive a new set of beliefs while
the rule sequence approach allows to apply one rule at a time
to derive new belief(s). The difference between our work and
the computation based approach lies in that the principles in-
volved in constructing the sequence is very different. For ex-
ample, computation based approach requires that the body of
a rule r should be satisfied by additional beliefs derived after
rule r while that is not the case in the E-answer set defini-
tion here (as an example, see program ⇧4 in Section 3.3).
Also, computation based approach covers only SPT seman-
tics but not FPL or Alog semantics (we do not see a trivial
way to apply computation based approach to FPL or Alog
semantics). By using the traditional one step provability op-
erator, the unified approach is able to cover the Alog and SPT
semantics but not the FPL semantics. The unified approach
is based on the fixed point of an operator (over a power set
of literals), but in our case, each derivation is a sequence of
rules. As a result, the derivation is extensible to characterize
FPL semantics while it is not clear how likely the fixed point
based semantics can be extended for the FPL one. There is an
“equivalence” between the “conditions” defining the immedi-
ate consequence operator in [Alviano and Faber, 2015] and
the concepts of forced and C-forced.

In summary, we discovered that by the very basic satisfi-
ability principle, rationality principle and consistency princi-
ple, we can define when a given set of atoms is an answer
set of a program, possibly using the properties of aggregate
atoms and the program. Particularly, by the alternative char-
acterization (Proposition 6), to derive if a given a set of atoms
is an answer set, we simply start with the empty belief set and
then select a rule whose body is satisfied by the beliefs so far
and it is the first (i.e., the body of other rules may use the
head of this rule) such rule. Rules whose heads are a tie may
be allowed in this derivation if certain conditions related to
the properties (“monotonicity” or “convexity”) of the aggre-
gate atoms or program hold. In this view, the relation among
distinct semantics such as Alog, FPL and SPT becomes sim-
ple and clear. We hope our characterization may offer some
insight on the debate of different answer set semantics.

In the future, we plan to study how we can extend our
work to cover programs with rules allowing disjunction in
their heads. It is also interesting to see whether the answer
set characterization techniques in this paper are applicable
to the semantics (e.g., [Truszczynski, 2010]) that are differ-
ent from the four studied here. Furthermore, we will study
how the principles in this paper are related to the vicious
circle principle [Gelfond and Zhang, 2014; Feferman, 2002;
Poincare, 1906]. We would also like to examine our work in
the context of FO(ID) [Denecker and Ternovska, 2008].
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